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sic, The Mars Book, A guide to your personal energy and motivation. First published by Weiser in 1988 and revised to an
unknown extent, this is a curious hybrid. We
have what was expected: Mars through the
signs and houses, in aspect to other planets,
all of which Van Toen carries off quite well.
Then we get into a series of chapters which
are more or less based on the traditional
house by house chart analysis. Chapter 2,
Mars and Your Love Life, is Mars and Venus, by sign and house, relating specifically
to relationships. Chapter 3, on Occupations,
are delineations of Mars in signs, as they relate to occupation, and Mars-Saturn aspects.
Chapter 5, Mars and Luck, is Jupiter by sign
and house, another set of Mars by sign and
house, this time with an emphasis on luck, and
Mars-Jupiter aspects. Further along there are
sections on interceptions and retrogrades. I
wish I had paid more attention to this book
when it was first published years ago, I am
happy to have it back. You will be, too.
Among the also-rans, Garrett’s Health
and the Horoscope was a near miss. Another three books from the Huber school,
which I like less and less, a reprint of June
Wakefield’s Cosmic Astrology, which is seriously dated, and a reprint of Jung and Astrology, by Howell. Enjoy!
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O
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ACK, at the AFA, sent me a pile of
new books, so I spent the week
ploughing through them. I read ‘em
so you don’t have to!
The best were two reprints, both of
which I had previously overlooked:
Now That I’ve Cast It, What Do I Do
With It is the lament of many budding astrology students. The freshly calculated
chart is in front of you, you know all your
planets and signs and houses, but how, dear
lord, do you make any sense of it? Maxine
Taylor comes to our rescue with a concise,
deftly written minor masterpiece. She’s
been over this so many times it’s burned ruts
in her brain. The cookie-exchange, plopdown-in-your-lap party analogies for aspects were drop-dead fabulous. Learn her
Basic Sentences approach (not that different from my own) and you will never be at
a loss when you look at a chart. I gave it a
gold star.
Also getting a gold star was the AFA’s
reprint of Donna Van Toen’s 1980’s clas-
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Obedience is generally regarded as a
Taurean virtue and may often be observed in Virgo, this being the sign of
the servant or server. In the former case
it must be surmised that, in lower types,
the docility is largely due to mental and
physical lethargy; in the case of Virgo,
a sign which is preeminently aware of
its own strength and weakness, there is
a liking for detail and great patience in
carrying it out, and the native gladly
leaves general control to others if he can
thereby secure quiet for his own task.
A sense of military discipline, or discipline in action, is probably due to good
Mars-Saturn influences. Both Venus and
Jupiter have also an instinct for harmony
and order, social and otherwise, which
disobedience would destroy. “Obedience is the bond of rule” are the words
of a poet with Venus rising and Jupiter
in the 3rd.
Neuritis. Malefic afflictions to Mercury,
especially from Mars or Uranus, and
involving 29O Leo-Aquarius, are very
liable to cause this complaint. — Encyclopaedia of Psychological Astrology.
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SCHEAT beta Pegasi 29è33
Notes: An irregularly variable deep-yellow star situated on the left
leg of Pegasus.
Influence: According to Ptolemy it is of the nature of Mars and Mercury. It causes extreme
misfortune, murder, suicide and drowning.
With Sun: Bad for success, danger through water & engines, liable to accidents or drowning.
With Moon: Worry, loss and gain of friends through criticism, danger of accidents and by
water, bad for gain.
With Mercury: Many accidents and narrow escapes by water, many enemies, trouble
through writings, bad for health and domestic affairs.
With Venus: Evil environment, suffering through own acts, danger of imprisonment or
– from Fixed Stars, by Robson
restraint.
New Astrology Books
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My Notebook
for Venus
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ENUS is the natural ruler of the 2nd
House which has to do with precedent, custom and tradition, thus it
rules heredity; what you bring into life with
you and find easiest to express; in other
words, talents and innate abilities. She is
also natura ruler of the 7th House which
has to do with co-operation, cohesion, harmony and peace. Also, she is exalted in the
12th House of enforced submission, obedience and self-abnegation and indulgent pity
for human frailty. All of these attributes,
including the talents, will be expressed in
life through the Sign and House she is in at
birth to the extent that she is well aspected.
1. If Venus is not afflicted by the conjunction or bad aspect to Saturn, she is not
limited in expressing and enjoying her talents as she wishes. Otherwise she must
express her submissive side and accept limitation, renouncing something of the house
she is in and still counting her blessings
which she does readily.
2. Where you have this “lesser benefic”
you will be desirous of co-operating, being
obedient to what may be required for the
well-being of the people of that house.
Venus agrees quickly and is the great reconciler, bringing peace to that department,
healing or mending breaches, unobtrusively
sharing what she has to give, and always
improving the conditions there.
3. Venus rules all kinds of trimmings:
lace, braid, ribbons, and especially fringe.
Thus she not only grants the good of the
house she is in but also what may be called
“fringe benefits” or an added benefit. —
Here and There in Astrology, 1961

RUSH LIMBAUGH

R

LIMBAUGH is a serial slanderer.
Parents, don’t let your kids grow up
to be serial slanderers. Rush has
slandered so many over the years, it’s hard to
imagine that Sandra Fluke would be the one
to bring the party to an end, presuming she
has.
Rush Limbaugh was born January 12,
1951, at 7:50 am, Cape Girardeau, Missouri.
The source is said to be the late Lois Rodden herself, which makes the data AA, presumably from one of her spies in Jefferson City,
MO. who actually saw the birth certificate.
Rush has 0 degrees Aquarius rising, and
because Aquarius makes his Venus in the first
house so wonderfully tacky, I’m going to go
with Aquarius, not Capricorn, as his ascendant. (Capricorn was only four minutes earlier.) Ruler Saturn is retrograde in Libra in
the 8th. My sense of Saturn in 8 is greedy.
In Libra there are relationship factors as well,
so I look at the cusp of the 8th: Virgo. That’s
Mercury, which is already part of the ascendant (Mercury is exalted in Aquarius). I now
look at the 5th: Gemini, as I would expect.
Bounce over to Mercury, which I find in Capricorn, retrograde. It is supposedly in the
11th, but shares the same sign as the cusp of
the 12th, which is only four degrees away.
In the 12th it will be hidden, and, per Robson, will not hear clearly. (Limbaugh has in
fact gone deaf.) Retrograde, it’s fighting
against that. Sort of like finding yourself on
the down escalator when you wanted to go
up instead.
Venus in Aquarius in the first completes
the initial picture. A retrograde Mercury ruling 5th is traditionally a liking for sex with
boys. Mercury ruling the 8th reinforces.
Venus in bizarro Aquarius, Aquarius on the
ascendant, in mutual reception to Saturn retrograde in Libra in the 8th, Rush would appear to be a closet homosexual.
A mere mutual reception, Venus to Saturn, does not indicate gay. Capricorn to Libra, for example, makes one studied and serious and formal and stiff — and luckless,
alas! — but not, by itself, gay. Taurus to Capricorn is dull and dense and earthy, but not,
by itself, gay. Taurus to Aquarius, that’s leaning gay. It’s the Aquarian factor that makes
Venus-Saturn mutual receptions gay.
Aquarius wants to be different. Aquarius acts
out. When its ruler is in one of Venus’s signs,
USH
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being gay is an easy way to act out. Anything else would take real imagination. Most
people don’t have a lot of that.
I know we’re supposed to tip-toe and only
speak of gays in hushed, reverent whispers,
but “gay” is just another chart attribute. Just
as you can be born gay, you can be born a
cavalry officer or a portrait painter.
So I went to Google and I entered, “Rush
Limbaugh gay.” Up popped a dozen websites that claimed exactly that. So the chart
has led me to the same conclusion that others have gotten through hearsay and observation. Remember, parents, don’t let your
child grow up to be a slanderer. The hearsay
about such people!
INCE I’m on the “gay thing,” is
Aquarius a gay sign? No. There is
no such thing.
However, the same is not true for the
twelve Great Ages, the 2000 year epochs.
This is because the Ages, unlike the signs in
your horoscope, run full throttle. Every age
comes complete with its ruling planet, its
exalted planet (if any), and its planets in fall
and debility. All at once.
So, for example, the recently completed
Piscean Age (ended in 1913) came with Jupiter, the ruler, Venus, the exalted planet, and
Mercury, the planet in fall. So of course the
Piscean age as a whole was chaotic, as Pisces is naturally unstable. It was religious,
because Jupiter is religious. It was artistic,
because Venus loves beauty. And it was stupid, because Mercury, the planet of intelligence, was addled. So dumb that nearly 1600
years after its official start, a notably clever
man dropped balls off a big tower in Pisa to
see which one would land first. Not a sign
of intelligence!
The Aquarian age, by contrast, is ruled
by Saturn. Mercury is exalted. The Sun is
debilitated. Saturn’s rulership of Aquarius
is different from its rulership of Capricorn.
In Capricorn, Saturn is a strict taskmaster.
He punishes you today for the sins you were
thinking of committing tomorrow. In
Aquarius he lurks in the background and
pounces at the end to punish you for all the
sins you really did commit.
Lacking his constant pressure we think
he’s gone away for good and act out. Rather
like a 20-something who’s not yet experienced his first Saturn return.
(continued, pg. 4)
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HSTUDENT’S CORNERH
This is a serialization of Vivian Robson’s
masterpiece, A Student’s Text-Book of
Astrology. It is now in print.

Part 85:

Love and Marriage
Time of marriage, female:—
ONSIDER the sign positions and aspects of Sun and Mars. If strong, unafflicted, and in fruitful signs, and also if the
Sun is strong and between 1st and 10th, or
7th and 4th an early marriage may be expected; but if in barren signs, or afflicted by
Saturn or Uranus, or if Mars does not aspect
Sun, or if Sun is between 10th and 7th, or 1st
and 4th, marriage is delayed, or in some cases
the partner is elderly.
Several marriages are denoted by the
Moon (or Sun) in fruitful signs, or in Gemini
or Sagittarius aspecting many planets;
Gemini, Sagittarius, or Pisces on 7th or containing several planets, or lord of Ascendant
in 7th aspecting lord of 7th in Gemini, Sagittarius or Pisces. In such cases there is often a malefic in the 7th or one afflicting the
marriage significator denoting the death of
the first partner.
The partner is described by the planets
to which the Moon (or Sun [female–Dave])
next applies by strong aspect after birth, together with planets in the 7th or its lord; but
any planet in strong aspect to the Sun or
Moon has some significance in the matter.
It is generally considered that application
should be as shown in the ephemeris and not
as in directions, namely both bodies should
be considered as moving instead of one being fixed. The successive applications of the
luminary concerned denote the various attachments formed, marriage occurring with
that person whose significator is strongest.
Application to retrograde planets usually
denotes broken attachments, but sometimes
separation from, or the death of, the partner,
especially if the planet rules the 7th. The
appearance and character of the partner are
denoted by the sign containing the significator and the aspects to that planet . . .
— A Student’s Text-Book of Astrology, by
Vivian Robson.
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Like what you read? These are excerpts. Order complete books online from:
From Christian Astrology,
by William Lilly

Whether one
absent be dead or
alive.

I

F a Question be demanded of one absent
in a general way, and the querent has no
relation to the party; then the first house,
the Lord of that House and the ¡ shall signify
the absent party; the Lord of the eighth House
or Planet placed in the House or within five
degrees of the Cusp of the 8th House shall
show his death or its quality.
In judging this Question, see first whether
the Lord of the Ascendant, the ¡ and the Lord
of the eighth House or Planet in the eighth
house be corporally joined together; or that
the ¡, Lord of the Ascendant and the Lord
of the eighth are in opposition either in the
eighth and second, or twelfth and sixth, for
these are arguments the party is deceased, or
sick, and very near death.
See also if there be any translation of the
light of the Lord of the Ascendant to the Lord
of the eighth, especially in degrees deep,
lame or deficient; or on the contrary, that
there be any translation or carrying the virtue
or influence of the Lord of the eighth to the
Lord of the Ascendant; or if the Lord of the
eighth be placed in the Ascendant, or if the
Lord of the Ascendant and the ¡ be placed
in the fourth house, these are testimonies the
party absent be dead.
If the Lord of the Ascendant be separated
from a bad Aspect of the Lord of the sixth,
you may say the absent has been lately sick;
if from the Lord of the eighth, he has been in
danger of death, but is not dead; if from the
Lord of the twelfth, he has been lately much
troubled in mind, in fear of imprisonment,
arrests, &c. if from the Lord of the second,
he has been hard put to it for money, or in
distress for want; if from the Lord of the
seventh, in some quarrel or contention. . . —
Christian Astrology, Book II, by William
Lilly.
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Is
This
You?
10o–20o
Libra rising
The Aquarius
decanate
Appearance of the
second decanate:
HE drawing depicting this decanate gives the short
Libra neck and high shoulders associated with this
sign. The Aquarian aquiline nose
gives initiative and combativeness. The narrow hips are also Aquarian, resembling the
Libra decanate of Aquarius. Men born under this decanate, however, have wide hips
as a rule, as was the case of Napoleon (who
also possessed the Aquarian aquiline type of
nose). Hitler has the wide-hipped male Libra figure, but his nose is more Taurean, his
ruler, Venus, being placed in that sign.
The Aquarius decanate of Libra is ruled
by Saturn, which gives considerable success,
often followed by a fall through lack of balance. The inner nature is somewhat aloof,
owing to the Saturn influence, early poverty
and family frustrations. Nevertheless, the
ambitions will not be realized without the
support of others; usually an alliance of business or emotional partnerships in succession,
rather than friendship with several people at
one time. — Man and the Zodiac, by David
Anrias
St. Patrick’s Day
45 BC–Julius Caesar’s last victory
1959–Dali Lama flees Tibet
1958–Vanguard 1 launched
1966–Missing hydrogen bomb found
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So in the Aquarian Age, we act out. Being gay is just another way to do that. Mercury, which has no sexual preference, makes
us Unisex and thereby muddles distinctions.
Females who are masculine. Men who are
kind and sensitive. Women who wear trousers. Men who wear drag. Mercury also
makes us clever, more so than intelligent.
The Aquarian Age, with its debilitated Sun,
makes men, who are ruled by the Sun, weak
and effeminate. In Aquarius, males fail to
be fully masculine. This is simply a trait of
the age, but it is a trait which strands women,
who, by contrast, have not been emasculated.
It’s not so much that they can’t find a straight
man, but that they can’t find a good one.
Contrast this with the other great gay age,
which, oddly enough, is Aries. In Aries, Mars
rules, the Sun is the co-ruler. Venus and Saturn are debilitated. Aries is a hyper-male age
in which women — Venus — are excluded.
Males consort with each other, women are
ignored. Which you can read in Ptolemy.
NLIKE heterosexuality, homosexuality has various signatures. Mercury dominant gays prefer boys to
women. (Mercury always has an aspect of
youth about it.) Why, exactly, is this? Because when the two Mercurial signs are found
on the sex houses, 5 and 8, Mercury has to
deal with sex. Whatever planet rules the sex
houses has to deal with sex and will do so to
the best of its ability. In an intellectual chart
(Mercury strong by sign, house and aspect)
Mercury will study and research and intellectualize sex. Alfred Kinsey, Masters and
Johnson, me, etc.
In lesser charts Mercury will give a focus on youth and children, which, as Mercury is not fussy about sex, can be either for
boys or for girls. The choice is determined
by the sex of the sign Mercury is in, and by
any other factors as come to hand. In
Limbaugh’s chart, Mercury is in female Capricorn, it is retrograde, which makes it retiring (which is a female trait, by the way), it is
in a Saturnine sign which makes its proper
work onerous and hard and which encourages it to find shortcuts, and it is leaning towards the 12th, a female house, where it can
hide. When you see these factors, you judge
the native acts, not as a man, but as a woman,
and, Mercury signifying youth, chases boys
instead of girls. Charts with strong 8th and
12th houses, or cadent placements (3rd, 6th,
9th, 12th) will tend towards the closet and
no amount of outing will change that.
This is particularly true of Mercurial
sorts. Gemini is two faced and naturally leads
a double life. Virgo can never be clean

U

Rush Limbaugh
January 12, 1951
7:50 am CST
Cape Girardeau, Missouri
Placidus houses
Mean node

enough and so will not want to be shamed or
soiled. Mercury has an affinity for two of
the four cadent houses. It’s not that cadent
houses want to hide, but that they have a hard
time expressing themselves. Easier to be a
recluse. If you’re a gay recluse, you won’t
want the attention of a formal, gay marriage.
Acting out is another gay stereotype, one
that involves hard aspects between Uranus
and Venus, very likely with one or both angular, where the result will be on display. In
Limbaugh’s chart we note that Venus and
Uranus are inconjunct (a weak aspect), but
while Venus is angular, Uranus is hiding in
the 6th. No acting out. Note that Venus has
no rulership of the sex house cusps, the 5th
and 8th. Uranus can’t make Venus act out
sexually if there’s no place for Venus to do
that. In Rush’s chart, it’s the Venus/Saturn
mutual reception that contributes to his homosexuality, not the Venus/Uranus inconjunct.
The “power gay” has Pluto in aspect to
Venus, or Mars. Rush has Mars/Pluto opposed, which is an aspect of absolute power,
but not sexual power per se, since Mars, like
any other planet, can only work through the
sign and house it is in, and the signs and
houses it rules. In Rush’s chart, that’s the
third house with Aries on the cusp, which is
bold, forceful, powerful speech, and the 10th,
Scorpio, of public intensity. Neither are
sexual per se.
So there is the gay who chases after youth,
Copyright © 2012 by David R. Roell. All rights reserved.

the gay who wants to be bizarre, and the gay
who wants power. There used to be a psychological term, “latent homosexual” which
was commonly misinterpreted to mean, wanting to be gay, but not having the guts. For
example, I found this online:
“Latent homosexuality is an erotic inclination toward members of the same sex that
is not consciously experienced or expressed
in overt action. This may mean a hidden inclination or potential for interest in homosexual relationships, which is either suppressed or not recognized, and which has not
yet been explored or may never be explored
in fact.”
Aside from being so broad that it includes
every man who ever lived (not consciously
experienced or expressed), this is entirely
wrong. A latent homosexual finds himself
in a power relationship with other men. He
is trying to be a “super - man,” a hyper-male.
All men must submit. All women as well.
As a consequence, people are terrified of him.
My boss’s boss, in food service at the University of Kansas in the mid 1970’s, was latent. His name was Forrest J____. My boss
told me Forrest berated him intensely for
being a wimp, for not being “masculine.”
There are old ballads of frontier roughnecks
who dealt with both sexes and who were, in
fact, latent, but I cannot quite remember the
names.
In his crudeness, Limbaugh’s Mars/Pluto
opposition gives him such traits. Sexuality

in this context is simply another way of exercising power over others. A latent homosexual becomes “overt” when he forces men
to submit to him sexually. Not all latent homosexuals have such an interest.
A great many latents will therefore view
gays as weak, effeminate targets of opportunity. As both a liking for boys and the need
for power can turn up in the same chart — as
with Limbaugh — the result can be someone who consorts with gays in private but
who, in public, bashes them — and everyone else. Which makes Limbaugh latent to
his peers (men his own age), and gay to
younger men he seeks.
LL of which is a giant diversion
from the week’s topic, The Rush
Limbaugh Follies. For those who
think I am bashing gays, you’re right. I am
bashing gays. As a complex, secretive and
powerful group with a large public persona,
not only can gays use a bit of bashing now
and then, but they ought to expect it.
Nobody’s sacrosanct.
There are other secrets. Ever hear of the
male g-spot? It’s that part of a man that a
woman just can’t reach. A gay reminded me
of that recently. Some of us were born this
way, he said, and then with a confident smirk
added, but if mind-blowing sex is what you
want, a lot of you can be converted.
Such is the Aquarian Age, with its weak,
feeble men. As women in this Age are neither weak nor feeble, we may see an open
female vs: gay war for the souls of wayward
males. “Marriage equality” is but a skirmish.
When a similar choice was put to women 30
years ago (“sisterhood”), they shot it down.
Rush Limbaugh, with his Sun in the 12th,
Mercury trending to the 12th, mass market
Aquarius on the ascendant, with Venus
nearby, is ideal for radio. His try for TV
flopped. Aquarius is too bizarre for TV, the
Sun in 12 too retiring, Mercury in 12 cannot
hear others in the room.
Saturn in 8 makes Limbaugh greedy for
other people’s money. Jupiter trying to get
into his second means he will spend lots of
money (Jupiter in 2 is a spending, not a getting, placement), which will make him feel
personally successful, as his Moon is in Pisces in the second and appreciates the volume. The more money Limbaugh spends,
the more his Moon likes it.
Drug use is normally shown by planets
in the 6th. In Limbaugh’s 6th we find Uranus in Cancer. It is ruled by the Moon in
Pisces in the 2nd. So, once he was rich
enough, Limbaugh’s tendency was to spend
his money on drugs and become an addict.

Sandra Fluke
April 17, 1981 (known)
7:00 pm EST (speculative)
New York, NY (speculative)
Placidus houses
Mean node
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He is unusually fortunate to have his Moon
conjunct his north node. The chart says that
as long as the drugs continue, he will be fine,
which means the episode in 2003 had a cause.
And it did. In July, 2003, in quick succession, Sun, Mercury, Venus and then Saturn passed over his Uranus, Jupiter conjuncted Pluto and opposed his Mars, and Mars
conjuncted his Jupiter.
Sun, Mercury and Venus over Uranus
were the sucker-punches, the annual I-havea-great-idea/lust, before Saturn, following
right behind, dealt a massive blow. Limbaugh
had a Mars return the previous month, he was
energized and ready to go. Jupiter hitting
Pluto in 7, there was someone else involved.
S for his current problems, the
ephemeris shows only a Mars station on his 8th house cusp. The
chart of the woman he slandered, Sandra
Fluke, tells a different story.
Sandra Fluke was born on April 17, 1981.
Time and place are unknown, but as she has
long been associated with New York, we can
take it as a starting point. The chart is
strongly polarized between Aries, with Sun,
Mars, Mercury in Aries, with Venus at 0 Taurus; and Libra, with Moon, Jupiter, Saturn
and Pluto in that sign. There is little to buffer
the oppositions. Neptune in Sagittarius
makes trines and sextiles. Uranus makes
semi-sextiles and inconjuncts. A most powerful, explosive chart. I wouldn’t want to
mess with it.

A

Placing the oppositions (rectifying the
chart) should be a relatively easy thing. As
Ms Fluke is not already well-known, and as
she did not step effortlessly into the limelight when the opportunity arose, we may
presume her polarity is in cadent houses. Our
choices are 3 and 9, or 6 and 12.
Three and 9 will give a huge intellect and
possibly a religious tinge, depending on
where the Moon ends up. That’s not her.
Six and twelve will be health and slavery
(6) and institutions (12), such as hospitals.
Throw in Aries-Libra as a contest between
the sexes and you get women’s health issues
and that’s her. This gives either Taurus or
Scorpio as ascendants. Since she has a neck
and has black, helmet-like hair, I’m going to
make her Scorpio rising and give her a tentative birth time of 7 pm. When you are rectifying charts in a crude fashion, there is no
point in being fussy. Approximations will
do, and if you’re wrong, you will find out
soon enough. Dare to try something!
Moon in 12, along with Saturn and Jupiter, she keeps her feelings to herself. Moon
sandwiched between Saturn and Pluto, those
feelings are morose, dark and intense. Opposite Sun-Mars, this is someone who has
been hurt, and who has hurt others. Like
Limbaugh, she has a powerful Mars-Pluto
opposition, but unlike Limbaugh, she has
substantial backup firepower as Mars is
flanked by Mercury and the Sun, and are in
the far more powerful sign of Aries. Will

Mars opposite Pluto make Sandra gay? No. Women take
up with other women for different reasons, but with massive amounts of maleness in her chart, if Sandra Fluke is a
homosexual, and if she was born with 6th and 12th house
placements, she is even further in the closest than Rush. As
Ms Fluke is not a public figure, speculation is rude and an
invasion of her privacy.
If Scorpio is rising, Mars is Ms. Fluke’s chart ruler. In
the 6th, she would be known for her advocacy of health
issues. Which she is.
Comparing her chart to Limbaugh’s, they have their
Saturns conjunct, one being 30 years older than the other.
Fluke symbolizes Limbaugh’s Saturn return, which is an
unpleasant time in everyone’s life. Which is to say that
Fluke herself is a transit to Limbaugh’s chart, a transit from
an unhappy time in his life.
This is another way of looking at relationships. Is your
wife your companion, or is she the human embodiment of
the transits on the day of her birth? Transit or relationship?
Wouldn’t that depend on how long the relationship lasts? It
would seem that Limbaugh and Fluke had a “one night
stand,” woke up in the morning and decided they did not
like each other. And if nobody had shot his mouth off, it
would never have become personal. So what’s the difference between a relationship and transit? Transits can’t shoot
back!
LUKE’S dual stelliums fall in Limbaugh’s money
houses. With Fluke’s Jupiter-Saturn-Moon-Pluto all
in Limbaugh’s 8th, the immediate effect of their interaction has been to shut off Limbaugh’s source of income.
With his Saturn in the 8th, Limbaugh has always been reliant upon others for his money. Money which Limbaugh’s
Jupiter, not in aspect to Saturn, has always been happy to
spend as he saw fit. With the money turned off, Limbaugh
will crash through his reserves quite rapidly. If and when
he does, it will hit his Moon quite hard, reducing Limbaugh
to a little lost boy.
Fluke’s Aries stellium falls in Limbaugh’s empty 3rd
house. The third house is one’s daily life. Opposite the 9th
house of radio broadcasting, Fluke might actually drive him
off the air. It is refreshing to see a chart as powerful as
Fluke’s.
Parents, don’t let your child grow up to be a serial slanderer, for he is sure to some day slander someone even more
powerful than he, and that encounter won’t be pretty.
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Next week, Ludwig as a study in new moons (I’ve done so
many full moons), or maybe, Putting the Enlightenment In
Its Place. Which has surprising ramifications. In the meanwhile, I need work. Put me to good use! Anybody want a
reading?

